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Director’s Corner,
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Shipmates,
It has been one hot summer! We have about one more month of high temperatures in front of us, so
be sure to let us know immediately if your air conditioning is not performing as you would expect.
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One upside of summer is outdoor events. Your Military Community Assistants put on events nearly each day of the
month at one of our properties. Check out the event calendar in this newsletter or hanging in your building. Any
Homeport Hampton Roads resident is welcome at any event, so please feel free to drop by and grab a burger, play some
basketball or have a slice of pizza. You never know, you may see a shipmate or make a new friend.
I also invite you to come by the bowling alley on base for some free bowling, skill games, cornhole and food. The
bowling event starts at 1700 on the second Tuesday of every month. For those of you who may have never bowled
before, you don't need anything except a pair of socks - the bowling alley provides shoes and the bowling ball.
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This event is always attended by my Assistant General Manager, Assistant Director or me, so if you want to speak to
management about any concerns you may have we look forward to meeting you and addressing your concerns.
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Stay safe!
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The Director
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Bottom Line: Up Front
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Courtesy of: https://www.dvidshub.net

MyNavy Career Center Commander to CPPAs: ‘Get Real, Get Better ’ is Here
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The Navy’s “pay boss” is getting real.
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Rear Adm. Stu Satterwhite, commander, MyNavy Career Center, spoke to command pay and personnel administrators attending the
MyNavyHR Career Development Symposium, held at Naval Station Norfolk July 13 and Naval Air Station Oceana July 14, to announce several
new initiatives the Navy is implementing to get after challenges with Sailor pay.
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Satterwhite discussed the key initiatives outlined in a July 9 task order from U.S. Fleet Forces Command, U.S. Pacific Fleet, and U.S.
Naval Forces Europe aimed at improving Sailor pay. These initiatives, Satterwhite said, support a goal of making sure by the end of the year all
Sailors receive the pay and entitlements they are supposed to get within 14 days of becoming eligible for them.
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The Sterling, Virginia, native told those assembled the Navy recognizes the work ahead of it.
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“We’re changing our organization, we’re listening to you. We’re getting real, and we’re getting better. With your help we’ll make it
happen,” he said.
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Satterwhite explained to nearly 300 CPPAs what each initiative in the task order is and how it helps tackle the problem. He started with
establishing waterfront tiger teams at Transaction Service Centers and Regional Support Centers to reduce the number of transactions awaiting
completion. These additional personnel will receive specialized training that will allow them to have release authority for
transactions once they return to their parent commands. This will expand the pool of qualified personnel who can submit personnel and pay
transactions and possess the authority to process those transactions. The initial tiger teams are expected to be in place by the end of July.
All CPPAs will also receive fleetwide training to improve the quality of submitted transactions. Satterwhite said the training is slated to begin in
August and is dedicated to the biggest transactions, “to elevate your comfort in doing this work.”
“You’ve asked for more resources, and that’s what we’re going to provide you. We’re getting after this,” he said. “The biggest impact I can give
you is more training, more capability so you can do this work. And that’s a big deal to us.”
Next, Satterwhite discussed developing an enhanced Unit Commander’s Financial Report to give transparency and feedback to each commander
of their unit’s pay situation. MNCC is working with the Defense Finance and Accounting Service to roll out the eUCFR, expected later this year.
This report, to be made available inside NSIPS, will give CPPAs and commanders an overview which will help them identify problems with their

Sailors’ pay and entitlements earlier.
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Community Corner
Continued from Page 1
“You can look down this list and see someone didn’t get their BAH this month. You’d say, ‘OK, that’s a problem I should investigate,’”
Satterwhite said. “With this dashboard, you can see where your transactions are at; so can your skipper, so can your ISIC and so can I.
Transparency comes with it, so we can see it and you can get credit for what you do.”
Lastly, Satterwhite said a working group was stood up to determine which key supporting documents, or KSDs, are required for processing
transactions. KSDs are crucial to justifying claim payments and are required in the event of an audit. The group’s aim is keeping the
number of required KSDs as minimal as possible, all with the aim of significantly streamlining transactions and reducing errors. This
working group consists of MNCC staffers, fleet representatives, and members of the CNP leadership and DFAS.
“Step one is to identify what is the absolute minimum of what we need for KSDs,” he said. “Why are there so many of these things? How do we
minimize those?”
As the TSCs and RSCs come online, Satterwhite noted, CPPAs and Sailors will see standardization across the Navy on how pay and
personnel procedures are done.
“If you’re in San Diego and you transfer to Norfolk, we do business the same way. That gives us the ability to get stronger and be more uniform,”
he said. “We’re working with the fleets, we’re working with local commanders; we’ve realigned our organization, we’ve changed our manpower
structure. We’re changing our IT system to make the system better for you, so that Sailors get paid when they should get paid.”
CPPAs who attended CDS and listened to Satterwhite said they were encouraged. Navy Counselor 1st Class Angelecia Faison, assigned to Fleet
Electronic Support Norfolk, says of the initiatives Satterwhite described, “the increased training is very important. I want our Sailors, especially
your junior Sailors, to gain confidence in the system and when that happens, it’s one less thing they have to worry about.”
Chief Hospital Corpsman Plinio De Los Santos, assigned to 2nd Marine Division at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, has been a CPPA since 2015,
and recently took on the responsibilities as the admin chief. He also sees training as the biggest force multiplier.
“Whenever we can increase the level of knowledge, we’re empowered. There’s a lot of stuff I wouldn’t feel comfortable doing before, but with
the training I’ll be in better shape to help my Sailors,” he said.
Senior Chief Navy Counselor Wesley Fox from USS Bataan (LHD 5) says he’s looking forward to the standardization of policies and
procedures.

“As a CPPA, I need to know what the expectation is from one clerk to another,” Fox said. “I’ll be interested to see how the RSCs and TSCs work
to make things uniform.”
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Satterwhite wrapped up the discussions by telling the CPPAs he — and the fleet commanders — need their support, ideas, and cooperation.
“You make things happen for Sailors, so thank you for what you do as a CPPA. I don’t need Sailors worrying about their pay; I want them focused
on the mission,” he said. “We’re not perfect, but we are getting real about that; we will get better, and each and every one of you can help me out
on that.”
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RIDDLE: What building has more stories?
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From the Leasing Office
1. A 30-Day Notice to Vacate is
required before moving out of PPV; whether at EAOS,
PCS transfer,
deployment, marriage, etc. You need
to properly vacate your unit.
This can only be done at U16!
2. PPV BAH STOPS for residents who PCS to local
commands.
Residents must bring their stamped orders to the leasing
office (U16) to restart PPV BAH.
If you have questions or concerns, please stop by the
leasing office or call 757-402-4247/48/56
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FIRE SAFETY!
Do NOT tamper with Smoke Detectors! You will be
charged up to $300.00 per smoke detector!
Do NOT deploy Fire Extinguishers
unless in an Emergency. This is a felony and you
will be prosecuted!
Do NOT damage/remove Exit signs, those are
provided to safely evacuate in case of
Emergency, think of your shipmates!
Fire Pull stations are only to be activated in an
Emergency!

**Reminder: When the alarm sounds, you MUST
vacate the building !**
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Resident life
Suicide & Crisis Lifeline
If you or someone you know is struggling or in crisis, help is available!

Call or text 988
Don’t be afraid to ask for help! Don’t be afraid to give help!
Learn more about Daniel Johnston at: hihowareyou.com

Come Join us on Tuesday, August 09 for Bowling!!!
Pierside Lanes, inside Gate 5 from 1700-2000
Free Food and Gift Cards,
Each resident may bring 1 non-resident guest!
RESPONSIBILITIES OF RESIDENTS
Residents are responsible for following good
housekeeping practices to prevent the accumulation of moisture
and reporting any suspected moisture or problems associated
to Maintenance via a Service Work Order.
•

•

FREE
Norfolk Tides Tickets @
The Iowa Estates Service Desk while supply lasts.

•
•
•

Clean and dry bathrooms and kitchens regularly,
including routine occurrences of mold in these areas (such as mold
found in bathroom tubs, between tiles and on bathroom and kitchen
fixtures) using household cleaners.
Look for signs of water leaks, water damage and mold growth and
submit a Service Work Order promptly.
Keep drains free of debris and in working order.
Turn the bathroom fan on when showering or bathing, and the kitchen
fan on when cooking. Keep fans running for a few minutes after
you finish.
Promptly Clean and dry any fabrics that get wet; do not hang wet
laundry indoors.

The Answer to the riddle: A Library

HomePort Hampton Roads

offers free activities all month long.
Free food & prizes. Check the monthly calendar
for events, dates and times!!

Resident Recognition
Alexus Bayless
HomePort Hampton Roads (HHR) would like to recognize Alexus Bayless from Colorado Springs, CO.
Alexus has been in the Navy for almost 3 years and is stationed onboard the USS George Washington,
CVN73 as an ABH. Her goal in the Navy is to make rank. Alexus says she enjoys the nice and quiet
living conditions HHR provides and it’s better than living onboard ship as she enjoys the personal space
living in PPV provides. In her off time, she enjoys painting.

Naval Station Norfolk Worship Schedules
Protestant Worship: Sunday—1030
Jewish Shabbat Program: Friday—1145
Islamic Prayer: Friday—1300
Catholic Mass: Monday—1130, Tuesday—1130,
Sunday—0930, 1st Saturday of the month—0930

CREAMY GARLIC SHRIMP
Courtesy of: Ahead of Thyme
Total Time: 15 minutes
Yield: 4-6 servings
Diet: Gluten Free

Creamy garlic shrimp is a delicious, quick and easy 15-minute meal (including prep!) that you need to include in your weeknight dinner meal plan.

INGREDIENTS
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
2 lb. jumbo shrimp, peeled, deveined, and tails removed
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
2 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon garlic, minced
2 tablespoons white wine
1 + 1/2 cups heavy cream
1 teaspoon Italian seasoning
1 tablespoon fresh parsley, finely chopped
1/2 cup white cheddar cheese, shredded (or grated Parmesan cheese)
INSTRUCTIONS
Heat oil in a large skillet over medium high heat for 2 minutes until the hot oil is sizzling hot. Add shrimp and sear for 2-3 minutes on each side
until they turn pink and are fully cooked through. Season with salt and pepper. Set aside on a plate.
Add butter and garlic to the same skillet and sauté until fragrant, about one minute. Add wine and stir well to combine, about one minute.
Add heavy cream, Italian seasoning and white cheddar. Stir well and bring the sauce to a simmer. Reduce the heat to medium and keep stirring
until thickened to a desired consistency.
Return the cooked shrimp to the skillet and toss well to coat.
Garnish with parsley and serve immediately with pasta, rice, or mashed potatoes.
NOTES
How to store: Store creamy garlic shrimp in an airtight container for up to 3 days in the refrigerator.
How to reheat: Reheat on the stove over medium-low heat for 5-10 minutes until shrimp is warmed through, or in the microwave. The sauce may
have thickened up in the refrigerator, so add a little water to thin out the sauce a bit until you achieve a desired consistency.

